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CHARACTER-ISTIC
Date: 17th July 2020- 21st July 2020
The Indian Society For Technical Education (ISTE) of GRIET came up with yet another
interesting event “CHARACTER-ISTIC” during the lockdown .With the extension of the
lockdown and emphasis on social distancing rules increasing, many students have shifted to
reading lot of books, watch many movies and are getting more creative with this quarantine; ISTE
has come up with a 5-day literary event so that it is well-suited for all students to take part in it.
The main idea to organize such an event is to encourage more students to unleash their favourite
characters from whom they’ve been immensely inspired and have created a deep niche in their
heart. The 5-day event comprised of 5 genres , each a day starting from 17th July to 21st July .All
the participant has to do was to send an eye-gripping ,creative image/video of their character and
mention us the impact they’ve had upon them ,their similarities to that character and other facts
that moved them .
Every morning at 8:00 am a new genre was released along with an example post on the Instagram
page (istegrietsb), so that it would be easy for the participant to navigate through. The winner will
be declared at the end of the contest.
.

17th July 2020- HUMOUR
Life is definitely incomplete without an essence of humour.
Amartya Smaran, 4th Year, CSE says “Charlie Chaplin was
.
way ahead of his times. When I first watched the whole
speech, I could still connect to it. It is so shockingly still
relevant in today's time and age. We've forgotten what
kindness, humility and virtue is. As a creator, if there's one
thing I always strive for ... it is to make my content eternal in
its whole nature. I want someone to watch my videos/films
after a hundred years and still connect to the story. To stirup
an emotion within another human being in any form is the job
of a true creator. Chaplin once said, "I consider myself a
citizen of the world. I aspire to be that. He's my true
inspiration."

18th July 2020- CRIME
There are crimes of passion and crimes of logic. The boundary between them is not clearly
defined.
Jayanth, 3rd Year, MECH says “EL PROFESSOR - The
professor is a complete slave to his habits and routines. The
way he eats, the way he sleeps, the way he trains, everything
points to his adherence to his routines. His determination
and consistency are also products of strictly following these
personal habits.
The first psychological aspect that the character establishes is
his intelligence- that he can come up with strategies and
plans that others seldom see. He formulates his plans purely
on the basis of his analysis of the situation...
Rutherford Professor, The Title of Perfectionist 'Suits Him
Better. He always thinks that plan for everything, and he
makes sure that he follows the plan. I crave to be at least half
a perfectionist he is!! ”

19th July 2020- MOTIVATION
The secret of getting ahead is getting started
Pratyusha, 3rd Year, ECE says” Gary Keller has
motivated me a lot. After reading his books I always have
all time and energy to do my work.The more we use our
mind, the less minding power we have. You make doing
what matters most a priority when your willpower is its
highest. So, if you want to get the most out of your day, do
you’re most important work—you’re ONE Thing—early,
before your willpower is drawn down.
No matter how hard you try, there will always be things
left undone at the end of your day, week, month, year, and
life. When the things that matter most get done, you’ll still
be left with a sense of things being undone—a sense of
imbalance. Leaving some things undone is a necessary
tradeoff for extraordinary results.”

20th July 2020- SCIENCE FICTION
We are impossibility in an impossible universe.
Santosh Sanjeev, 3rd Year, ECE says “The lead
of the film The Martian Mark Whatney is a brave
person which is imperative from the way he
tackled the situation of having to live on mars
alone.
He is also an intelligent botanist being able to
cultivate potatoes despite the absence of general
fertile conditions for them to grow and also being
able to setup a communication with people on
earth.
He has spontaneous thinking due to which he was
ableth to come with a solution to each his friends
21
July
DEVELOP
during
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mission. To conclude
he is a
brave, collected and intelligent person who was
persistent enough to have survived on mars.”

21st July 2020-FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
When you understand that your self-worth is not determined by your net-worth, then you'll
have financial freedom.

Chetana Reddy, 2nd Year, ECE says “Whenever I
can think of finance, investment I can think about
many people who’ve made it to the top, but it
would be impossible to not mention Warren
Buffett .Perhaps the greatest thing that could be
gained from Warren Buffett's life is to invest in
your-self. He speaks about it often, but he knew
when he was younger that he needed good
speaking skills in order to convince investors to
invest in his partnerships. That is one of the main
things that made me get inspired by him. I’ve
heard Buffett speak many times about the idea that
wise investors say no more often than they say yes.
It speaks to the mind-set that you should think
things through before you act. “

Many students have taken part in this event, each describing their own story about their character
and how it changed their perception in a larger sense.
The ISTE student body team, after carefully assessing each participant’s take on their favourite
character have announced the winner of the event on 22nd July 2020. Amartya Smaran, a final
year student was declared as the winner. He was inspired by Charlie Chaplin, and the whole ISTE
team was moved by his video. He proved us that a life without humour is similar to a meaningless,
fruitless and smile-less purpose! Moreover humour is always underappreciated and people always
have wrong notions about humour and that it wasn’t necessary for success.
After having received immense participation from the students and support from our faculty
members, ISTE GRIET hopes to conduct many more such events in the future to bring out more
enthusiasm, fun to college while creating many memories.

ISTE – GRIET – GITHUB
Date: 9th September 2020
The Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE) of GRIET has come up with an
innovative community called the ISTE-GRIET-GITHUB which is also called as ISTE GITHUB
ORGANIZATION. It is an initiative by ISTE SB to get students started on their very own GitHub
repository. It is also helpful in building projects and also provide development courses such as full
stack app development.
This course would proceed with 4 sessions a week. This covers everything you need to know and
experience in that particular field from absolute zero knowledge to practical skills that will allow
us to create many strong projects.

This program includes three courses, the first is “Introduction to git and GitHub” as it gives
complete working of git and GitHub.
The second course is “Introduction to full stack development”, in which we can learn complete full
stack using HTML, CSS, nodeJS and mongo DB. It will also help us to develop personal website it
will be helpful in our professional life.

The third course is “App development using flutter”, in this we will learn all the basics of flutter
and dart. We can also learn flutter for web and a flutter app from scratch.
This Program intake was of 30 students, these students were provided with web links of various
tips of learning technologies. The recorded classes were posted in our youtube channel which will
help other students also to go through the videos and gain knowledge.
This program has helped students to connect with modern technologies and build new projects by
learning freely and efficiently.

FROZEN MEMORY
Date: 30th September 2020 - 6th October 2020
The Indian Society for Technical Education (ISTE) of GRIET conducted an online
photography event, “The Frozen Memory”, from 30th September 2020 to 6th October 2020.

Fig 1- Poster of Frozen Memory Event

The idea of the event is to bring everyone together to relive those beautiful memories captured
only in frames, in the days of isolation share their experiences with one another. We asked the
participants to capture their favourite scenes by taking inspiration from the matter.
The seven-day event started on 30th September 2020. Different student bodies and several
individuals actively participated by sharing their pictures and narrating the story behind them.
Each story was unique and attractive.
The event was concluded on 6th October 2020 and also the winner was declared. The winner is the
one who photograph had the most number of likes on our Instagram page @FrozenMemory.

Fig-2: The winning photograph

